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ABSTRACT

Data point set registration is an important operation in coordinate metrology.
Registration is the operation by which sampled point clouds are aligned with a CAD
model by a 4X4 homogeneous transformation (e.g., rotation and translation). This
alignment permits validation of the produced artifact‟s geometry. State-of-the-art
metrology systems are now capable of generating thousands, if not millions, of data
points during an inspection operation, resulting in increased computational power to fully
utilize these larger data sets. The registration process is an iterative nonlinear
optimization operation having an execution time directly related to the number of points
processed and CAD model complexity. The objective function to be minimized by this
optimization is the sum of the square distances between each point in the point cloud and
the closest surface in the CAD model. A brute force approach to registration, which is
often used, is to compute the minimum distance between each point and each surface in
the CAD model. As point cloud sizes and CAD model complexity increase, this approach
becomes intractable and inefficient. Highly efficient numerical and analytical gradient
based algorithms exist and their goal is to convergence to an optimal solution in
minimum time.
This thesis presents a new approach to efficiently perform the registration process
by employing readily available computer hardware, the graphical processor unit (GPU).
The data point set registration time for the GPU shows a significant improvement (around
15-20 times) over typical CPU performance. Efficient GPU programming decreases the
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complexity of the steps and improves the rate of convergence of the existing algorithms.
The experimental setup reveals the exponential increasing nature of the CPU and the
linear performance of the GPU in various aspects of an algorithm. The importance of
CPU in the GPU programming is highlighted.
The future implementations disclose the possible extensions of a GPU for higher
order and complex coordinate metrology algorithms.
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NOMENCLATURE

M

Model point set

P

Point data set

mi

A point in model set
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A point in data point set

N

Number of points in the measured (data) point set

R

Rotation

T

Translation

n1

Number of points in the model set

n2

=N

∑

Summation

d

Square distance between the corresponding points in the point set

τ

Error value

μm

Centroid position of model point set M

μp

Centroid position of data point set P
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Nomenclature (Continued)
pi r

Relative position of data point set

mi r

Relative position of model point set

T'

Relative translated position
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In the real world all objects have their own coordinate system and are considered
to be local with respect to three dimensional (3D) space. The origin of an object‟s 3Dworld begins with “product ideas” and their respective drafts. The final two dimensional
(2D) drawing is transferred to 3D model, in a virtual world of computers, and finally
manufactured. The next stage in manufacturing process is inspection of the produced
component‟s dimensions. “Micro laser interferometers and scanners” and “Coordinate
Measuring Machine‟s (CMM)” are typical metrology equipments employed to acquire
surface information of a component as a “point cloud” with more than million data
points. A point cloud describes a surface of a component in terms of 3D coordinates. The
obtained point cloud is oriented in the measuring machine local coordinate system.
Inspection process verifies the point cloud against the desired “reference CAD model.”
Aligning the coordinate axis of the point cloud and computer designed model is a critical
process.
The local coordinate system of the point cloud and the CAD model are oriented in
different directions. By manually overlapping both the models the variation between the
coordinate frames can be reduced. However, the error is not minimized. In the field of
coordinate metrology the need for high precision eliminates approximation. This process
of transforming the data sets such that both models correspond to the same 3D frame.
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Minimizing the error in between the coordinate axis for alignment is explained as
registration phenomena which is an optimization problem.
The objective function of registration process is to define a transformation matrix
for the point cloud which minimizes the error between transformed point cloud and the
model. Most of the registration algorithms developed transformation matrix by applying
single mathematical instruction on entire point set at various instances. This makes the
process parallel processable. Millions of points obtained from the metrology sensor
machines need high data streaming and fast computing processors. Currently registration
is being performed on CPU platform which performs all the operations in serial order.
CPU performance time is hampered with the increasing number of point from the
measuring machines.
This thesis introduces Graphical Processor Unit (GPU) to decrease the overall
time in the registration process. Parallely computable steps are diverted on the GPU and
various trails are conducted to improve the algorithms efficiency. Experiments are
conducted to verify the speed and accuracy of GPU. GPU‟s and CPU‟s performances are
compared and processor shortcomings are listed.
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3
Fig 1 Tasks in registration
process

Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 presents the mathematics behind the registration process, limitations of
present hardware CPU in specific in computing the equations and the need for a parallel
processing machine. A detailed study of existing algorithms in registration and pattern
matching are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 explains an approach for solving ICP and
Newton minimization techniques on GPU and ICP implementation on GPU is elaborated.
Results of “Cholesky decomposition” and “critical steps of ICP” on GPU and CPU are
presented and compared in Chapter 5. Chapters 6 and 7 complete the thesis with future
extension and conclusions.
Thesis Objective
Registration, the task of aligning data point set with the designed CAD model is
an important process in the field of coordinate metrology. This alignment process is an
optimization operation aligning the measured point set from the measuring machine with
respect to the point set of the CAD model. The objective function of this process is to
minimize the least square error between the coordinate frames alignment of the two point
sets. The optimization techniques solve this objective function by assigning
transformation vector iteratively until the error falls below the specified tolerance. The
objective function, constraints and available information in the process are discussed in
the following section.
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Registration Process
Consider two point-sets of a rigid body, “P= {p1, p2, p3… pn1}” measured data
point set and M= {m1, m2, m3… mn2} CAD model point set where (pi, mi Є R); pi = (pxi,
pyi, pzi) t; mi = (mxi, myi, mzi)t The deviation between the point sets is represented as the
least square distance di from pi to mi - Eq (1.1 & 1.2). Equation 1.1 is the objective
function of the registration process.
1.1

n1

 || d
i 1

2

i

||

where,|| di |||| pi  mi ||

1.2

As the component which is being considered is a rigid body, six degrees of
freedom are allowed for the point sets. By transforming the local coordinate system of
measured point set Eq (1.3), both the CAD model set and measured point set overlap
such that the least square distance function is minimized. Hence the objective function of
registration process is dependent on the amount of rotation and translation provided to the
point set “P”.

pi  R * pi  T
'

Substituting Eq 1.3 in Eq.1.1, Eq. 1.2
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1.3

|| di |||| mi  ( R * pi  T ) ||
n1

1.4

n1

 || d ||  || R * p  T  m ||
2

i 1

i

2

i

i 1

i

1.5

Optimal rotation and translation solutions for Eq 1.3 & 1.4 can be obtained by
numerical methods - Newton minimization method or analytical method-ICP and its
variants and many other ways. The former method is currently being used in the
registration softwares because of its fast convergence for free form surfaces on the CPU.

  || di ||2

1.6

All the above discussion is summarized in Tab 1
Tab 1 Registration problem outline

Objective function

 || d

i

||2

Minimize

n1 , n2 , are independent
Constraints

Point sets belong to a rigid body
Point sets have 6 dof
P from measuring machine

Available data

CAD model information
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pi  R * pi  T
'

Transformation -

R  { x , y , z }
Unknown terms

T  {t x , t y , t z }

Analytical methods derive the transformation matrix using quaternion operations.
Point set P is transformed into P‟ which is in a new coordinate frame. This process is
iteratively performed until the error i.e. the least square distance falls below specified
tolerance.
Numerical methods follow Newton optimization principle through which first and
second derivates of the surface function are calculated. The nature of the function is
judged based on the sign of second derivative. Newton minimization technique provides
minimization criteria of the function and Taylor‟s theorem is used for gradient
calculations. The registration vector for the point set is provided from the gradient
information and the process exits when the condition 1.6 is met.
As the number of measured points increase the processing time for the algorithm
also increase thereby delaying the time for convergence for the algorithms. To achieve
faster convergence in the registration process, either the existing algorithms are being
modified or new algorithms are developed. Since it is true that single instruction is acting
over multiple data, employing Single Instruction Multi Data (SIMD) processor reduces
the calculation time significantly. With the increasing hardware technology existing
7

algorithms are capable of yielding faster results. Hence if algorithms are redesigned
according to the available hardware it is possible to gain higher efficiencies. The existing
programmable graphics hardware is a SIMD processor. Therefore, it is viable to program
the registration algorithms on the graphics card and solve the problem.
Many algorithms were proposed to solve the registration process. All these were
designed on central processing unit (CPU). Work has never been done on applying GPU
for the registration process. Hence a literature review is necessary in-order to select a
suitable algorithm which is prominent and efficient in registering the point sets and gain
knowledge in graphics processor programmability and architecture.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
In the previous chapter nature of registration algorithms and need for GPU are
explained. This chapter presents literature review on the past research and proposed
algorithms in the registration process, architecture and programmability feature of GPU
and finally dated and current application of GPU in various technical fields. To
understand the approaches followed in data point set registration with registration
algorithms, working principles of GPU and feasibility of GPU in technical fields a
literature review is performed. This section is divided into


Registration



GPU architecture and efficiency



Application in Mechanical engineering
Registration
Origin of Registration Process
The statistical data collected from the measuring instruments is the input point set

for the registration process. The local coordinate system of the collected data differs from
the registration software. Registration process was first developed for image processing,
pattern recognition and computer vision. The concepts of registration process, i.e., the
9

different ways of obtaining the transformation vector, and applying it are derived from
the robotics research. Before aligning the acquired 2D image with the existing, their
coordinate axis are aligned[1].
Computer Aided Inspection process has lead to the need for registration.
Registration is the operation by which sampled point data cloud is aligned with a CAD
model by a homogeneous transformation (e.g., rotation and translation). Every point in
the data cloud has a reference in the CAD model. It is possible to have more than one
point in the CAD model represented by the same point in the data point set and vice
versa. The sum of square distance between the transformed data set and the points on the
model is the minimization objective function.
N

d 2   || M  ( RP  T ) ||2

2.1

i 1

Where, M- Model point; P- Data point; R- Rotation Matrix; T- Translation vector
Analytical methods derive the rotation matrix using quaternions and numerical
algorithms use Newton minimization methods. At present Numerical registration
algorithms are followed in most of the software packages.
Hamilton in 1843 introduced quaternions. Quaternions are 4-dimenssional
normed division algebra which was widely used in computer graphics and similar
applications. The properties of quaternion are explained by Hoffman in [2]. In the next
section algorithms developed based on quaternions are discussed.
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Proposed algorithms in the Registration Process
Faugeras and Hebert in [3] discuss 3D object recognition and location by making
use of quaternion rotation. Their work obtained closed form exact non iterative solution
by solving the minimization problem. The following equation is quaternion based
representation.
N

Min | q * P * q  P ' |2

2.2

i 1

Where q- Quaternion column vector; X- Data point set
Huang and Arun[4], Yau and S.C. Chang[5], and variants for the [6] derived the
rotation matrix using quaternion.
The data point cloud from the metrology instrument is a huge cluster of 3D data
points. Yau and Chang[5] ideas were based on partitioning of the given data into number
of groups such that the data points in the same group are similar to each other and in
different groups are not. This grouping of the data is based on the least mean square
criterion. Translating the origin to the center of gravity and applying the orthogonal
transformation repeatedly cluster centers are stabilized. But, the initial assumption that
the origin is at the center confines the problem to limited application and algorithm
cannot be extended to polynomial and free form surfaces.
Addressing the problem of nonparametric cluster formation Frederick and
Richard [7] formed an algorithm based on the ISODATA, defines staring point and
thresholds. The algorithm starts with the guessing the number of clusters and their mean
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values. As the algorithm progresses the clusters are split, deleted, added up and
corresponding coordinate axis position is cited. As the algorithm is based on the initial
guess and thresholds the efficiency is very low.
Aiming at registering the data points of the images for similarity comparison
Barnea and Silverman[6] introduced sequential similarity detection algorithms (SSDA)
for registering the data sets at a faster rate. The algorithm divides the surface into portions
and matches each portion independently with the image thereby improving the speed of
registration.
Basing on the previous work on image registration, the point to be noted is the
registration is performed on each and every node. Chang and Huang[4, 8] worked on
considering set of nodes and registering them simultaneously. They considered star
notation instead of a nodal pair. In order to register a two images using their relational
structure. Registration of 3D model and 2D images with 2D image limits the algorithm to
image processing only.
Simplifying the problem by considering a 2D shape, Lee and Quek [9] developed
a technique to match 2 dimensional shapes. Algorithm goes by scaling and rotating the
2D data set boundary. Segmenting the 2D curve at its boundary and considering these
boundary points. Their Algorithm aims at minimizing the angle between the tangents at
the previous and later boundary points from the data set and the design. This algorithm
can be generalized to apply for a 3D model and it is computationally expensive when a
higher order 2D curve is considered for analysis.
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Focusing on point to point mapping of the data set and the image pixels, Hong
and Jiawei‟s [10] method finds the mapping in O(n) average time. The algorithm
proceeds by rotating the point cloud until the first point matches with its corresponding
point in the design model. The rotated angle gives the error area for the next set of points.
Performing this operation on the entire data, the point set and the design model are
matched.
Fixing the 2D dataset was not sufficient in matching a 3D model. As the
complexity of the model increased the need for exactness is required. Basing on this,
point to point registration, Arun, Blostein and Huang [4] presented a method for
registering two 3D data sets. The method is non-iterative involving single value
decomposition. Extending the research done in [3] A quaternion function is used in
calculating the rotation and translation of corresponding points. The final objective of the
model is minimizing the function
N

d   || pi '  ( Rpi  T ) ||2
2

2.3

i 1

Iterative Closest Point (ICP) approach for registration process
Besl and McKay [11] developed Iterative Closest Point algorithm (ICP) to
register two 3D data point sets. The algorithm compared its results with the previous
methods and proved to be significantly faster, accurate and robust. This algorithm was
widely accepted in the fields of computer vision and Image processing before the
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introduction of Newton methods in registration. ICP application in coordinate metrology
yielded better results. Since ICP was proven to be successful to certain extent, an in-depth
study is required.
ICP decomposes geometry into points for comparison. The CAD model is also
decomposed and compared with the points obtained from the measuring machine. ICP is
also developed based on the work done by [12]. The four steps in the algorithm are


Computing closest points for the entire data set



Computing the registration vector



Applying the registration vector and



Terminate the process if the deviation falls below specified.
In the first step of the algorithm, a minimum value search is performed on the

square distance between each point pi in the data set to all the points in the model set M.
The minimum distance point mi in the model set is assigned as the closest point to pi. ICP
is built on the condition that there exists only one point in the model set corresponding to
a point in the data set. Hence M and P are of equal size (n1 =n2=N). All the closest points
are stored in Yk.
ICP also generate it registration vector using quaternions as like Faugeras and
Hebert but use unit quaternion function. It is important to discuss the procedure they have
followed for better understanding. The objective function of registration is simplified by
obtaining the positions of the points in P and M are given w.r.t their local coordinate
system. Local coordinate axis is located at the point set‟s center of mass and are given by:
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p 

1
N

m 

1
N

N

p

i

i 1

2.4

N

m
i 1

i

2.5

The relative position of the points is given by:

pi r  pi   p

2.6

mi r  mi  m

2.7

Substituting 2.6 and 2.7 in
N

 || m
i 1

r'
i

 ( R * p r 'i  T ' ) ||2

2.8

In the above equation the translation vector T‟ is translated position w.r.t. μp; μm.
At this point ICP uses unit quaternions to compute the rotation of the point pri.
Quaternion is a 4D system with one real and three complex directions. The real part is
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considered as a scalar quantity and the imaginary form a vector. A quaternion equation
and its conjugate are represented as

q  q0  q1.i  q2 . j  q3 .k
q  q0  q1.i  q2 . j  q3 .k

2.9

A unit quaternion has following property

|| q || q.q  1

2.10

Point pri in quaternion form is given by

pr  pr 0  pr x .i  pr y . j  pr z .k

2.11

Quaternions use the following equation to calculate the new rotated position of a
data point

p r 'i  qp r i q

2.12

Substituting Eq 2.12 in 2.8

N

 || qp
i 1

r
i

q  T '  mi ||2

2.13

On expanding the above equation, the quaternion effect is observed to be on only
one term. The simplified for is given by
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 px    q * p r i  m r i * q 
N

i 1

N
1
 *(q.q )  p r i * m rt i    p *  t x
N
i 1

tr ( px )
p
*
m



i
i
i 1
 
N

r

r


T

 px   pxT tr ( px ) I 3 

2.14

2.15

The maximum deviation of the normal np of P from nm of M is given by the
Eigen vector corresponding to the maximum Eigen value of the above matrix. Unit
quaternions are considered because the Equation 2.14 is simplified if ||q|| = 1.
The R matrix from quaternion properties is given by
 q0 2  q12  q2 2  q32

R   2(q1q2  q0 q3 )
 2(q1q3  q0 q2 )


2(q1q2  q0 q3 )
q0  q2 2  q12  q32
2(q2 q3  q0 q1 )
2

2(q1q2  q0 q2 ) 

2(q2 q3  q0 q1 ) 
q0 2  q32  q12  q2 2 

2.16

Finally, translation vector is derived from the rotation vector as in equation below.

T '  x  R(qr ) p

2.17

The registration R and T are applied on the point set and new positions are
assigned. All the steps above are performed until the objective function converges.
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The paper also discusses the results on point sets matching, curve matching and
surface matching. Assuming that the analytical gradients cannot be calculated the
technique discuss numerical gradients only. Extension to the proposed ICP method the
author‟s formulated accelerated ICP algorithm which uses basic line search method and
aims at minimizing multivariate equation.
Shortcomings of ICP


Assume that numerical gradient cannot be calculated and hence no new or other
optimization techniques can be applied



Number of points in both the point sets are equal which is not true in practical
instances



One to one correspondence between the points in the point sets should be maintained
else registration is not possible.



Time for convergence is dependent on the deviation of the data point set from the
model set. Higher deviations need more number of iterations and increase in the
number of iterations leads to higher amounts of time



Algorithm convergence time is also directly proportional to the size of the data set
because in each step of the ICP process every point in both the point sets is
manipulated.



Finer details of a component can only be obtained with dense point cloud around that
region.
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Computation costs for the steps when performed on the CPU are:


Closest point – Worst case: n1  n2 ; Filtered data set: n2 log n1



Registration vector – n2



Applying registration: n2
ICP variant and other registration process
To increase ICP‟s areas of application, many researchers published extensions to

ICP. Trimmed iterative Closest point Algorithm[13], Variants of ICP[14], Iterative point
matching for free form curves[15] and extension of variant and invariant features of ICP
are some of them. Basic ICP is derived for rigid body transformations. As an extension
Rangarajan and Chui[16] designed an algorithm for non rigid registration of point
matching which is required for brain mapping.
Tucker [17]formulated numerical gradients based registration and presented new
registration method for free form parametric surfaces. The analytic gradients are derived
from first order partial derivatives at the required point. Combining this with the Newton
minimization method ICP is reformulated. The results show that the new technique
developed is more accurate and efficient when compared to ICP.
ICP and its variants compared their results with non-gradient and analytical
gradient methods, such as steepest descent. Tucker and Kurfess [17-19] developed
numerical gradients for free form surfaces using Newton minimization methods and
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created an optimization solution to the registration problem. A brief explanation of
algorithm is presented below.
The objective function is differentiated w.r.t. X where X = (θx, θy, θz, Tx, Ty,
Tz,) (six degrees of freedom). The surface derivate term is dependent on partials of (Uci,
Vci), projections of point pi.
n1
f
 d 
 2*   di i 
X
X 
i 1 

2.18

di ( X ) pi ( X ) S (uci ( X ), vci ( X ))


X
X
X

2.19

S (uci ( X ), vci ( X )) S (uci , vci ) uci S (uci , vci ) vci

.

.
X
u
X
v
X

2.20

1

 2 f 
f
X k   
*

2
 X k  X k

This approach minimized the number of iterations and time for convergence.
The steps in this process are listed below:


For each point pi surface parameters (Uci, Vci) are obtained.



Square distances are calculated from pi to surface S(Uci, Vci)
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2.21



pi partial is computed w.r.t X



Term in the Eq 2.19 are computed to obtain partial of S



Eq 2.20 and 2.19 are evaluated, Eq 2.19 represents gradient of objective function



Second order derivative of Eq 2.18 is computed to check whether the function is
decreasing.



Using Taylor‟s theorem transformation vector X is obtained.



The process is terminated when the gradient value 2.21 falls below tolerance range or
becomes zero.
Claudet [20] in research addressed the problem of assigning a point to its surface.

He mentions two modes through which point surface assignment is performed,
Exhaustive search and Volume sweep. Applying these on primitives and parametric
surfaces showed similar results as regular registration procedures.
Registration without ICP, Pottmann et al [21], developed new method of point
registration without usual ICP algorithm. The model uses Instantaneous kinematics and
quadratic approximants of the square distance function. Unlike ICP technique, this
technique uses second order Taylor approximant of the squared distance function of a
surface „S‟ at a point „p‟. The steps followed are: for each data point ‟x‟, nearest point „y‟
and its tangent plane on the CAD model are determined. Using the surface normal „n‟ of
this tangent plane the distance between the „x‟ and „y‟ can be determined. The distance is
given by:
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di  ( xi  yi ) / ni

2.22

ni  ( xi  yi ) / | xi  yi |

2.23

Assigning the point to its corresponding point on the CAD model the point cloud
can be moved tangentially. This would not create any disturbance for the calculated
value. Author introduces instantaneous kinematics in the minimization function and
arrives at

F ' (c)   ( xi  yi  c  cXxi )2
Where

2.24

c  cXxi represent the velocity vector.

Finally the point x is moved to x‟ close to (x + vel.vec). This method performs
registration in less number of iterations with higher complexity when compared to ICP.
With the growing application of ICP several variations and improvements are
made. In the field of photometry its applications are limited to 2.5D co-ordinate system.
Gruen and Akca [22] proposed a 3D similarity transformation between the surfaces and
aimed at minimizing the Euclidean distances between non linear surfaces by least
squares. They considered a constant adjustment vector whose elements are the Euclidean
distances between the model and the data surface.
Liu and Pottmann [23]combined the two sections of measurement process.
Registration is performed with the previously stated SDM method. Surface fitting is
performed with an initial guess of the axis and using SDM optimization to
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simultaneously update the fitting surface. This process is iterated until the fitting error
reaches minimum.
Gelfand et al[24]designed an algorithm for automatically aligning the two 3D
shapes. The algorithm is computes each surface point a descriptor based on the local
geometry that is robust to noise and rigid to the transformations. Using these geometric
descriptors a corresponding value for a specific point, on the feature is estimated. In order
to select optimal correspondence set and to bring both the surfaces into alignment authors
developed Branch and Bound algorithm based on distance matrix comparison.
ICP is considered to be a quickest method for registering the point sets, but
optimizing the registration error with less number of iteration was a challenging task.
Fitzgibbon [25]developed a new optimized method for point set registration. The method
minimizes the registration error using general purpose nonlinear optimization in less
number of iterations compared to typical ICP. As the minimization function is a
summation of residuals raised to the power two, it can be optimized with the available
algorithms like Gauss-Newton, Conjugate gradient, Newton‟s method. The proposed
method considered Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm which is a combination of GaussNewton and conjugate gradient algorithms. Even though the time for calculating the
derivates of the functions is high Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm reaches its local
minimum value in less number of iterations. Finally, the speed of convergence of ICP and
LM-ICP is comparable from the given results.
Ristic and Brujic [26, 27]registered a NURB surface to its data set using ICP
technique. Their approach in modeling the NURB geometry comprises of four steps,
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computing a point on NURB, polyhedral approximation of NURB surfaces, distance
from point from space to the NURB‟s surface and distance from space to a polyhedral.
Finally ICP is applied on the data set formed from the generated geometry.
All the above algorithms proposed are successful in finding the closest point on
the CAD model for a given data point. But, when a complex component is measured
registration process for all the million data points the entire CAD model for given data
points take longer time and proving to be less efficient at this point.

Registering

minimum number of points is always desired.
Lee, Woo and Suk [28, 29] presented a method for reducing the point data. The
amount of point data can be reduced by dividing it into grids and by sampling a
representative point from each grid. After creating a uniform grid for all the data points,
all data points are projected onto a grid plane according to the z values of the data points.
Data point sorting is performed with respect to their distances from the grid plane.
Replacing the uniform grid with a non uniform grid resulted in an improved data
reduction. Mono and bi directional levels of grids are proposed.
Liu, Pottmann and Wang [30] proposed a method to use a combination of surface
fitting and registration with the geometric optimization frame work for square distance
minimization. The point is registered and fitted in one cycle. This approach is considered
to be efficient when compared to the previously proposed ones. The algorithm can be
extended to surface reconstruction, shell shape model verification and constrained CAD
model reconstruction.
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As the number of iterations increase the least square distance from the data points
to the CAD surface decrease. Finding the closest point i.e., assigning the data point to on
a point on the CAD surface and performing least square distance calculations is
computationally expensive process. Major time lag in most of the efficient algorithms is
closest point calculation. This research is also aimed at minimizing the execution time for
this calculation and improving the accuracy of the registration process by making use of
the currently available computer hardware. The proposed method eliminates large
portions of the CAD model for the distance computations and reduces the time for
assigning points on CAD model to the data points by using data structure algorithm.
Unlike using grids a 3D data structure can be used for eliminating large portions
of the CAD model data. Several methods are proposed to minimize the data set and
improve the rate of point set registration. Reconstructing a surface geometry from the
digitized file is possible through reverse engineering. As the existing measuring devices
produce millions of data points, a bottleneck is created in storing and manipulating these
points. [29, 31] presents a method for reducing the point data by dividing entire point
cloud into grids and sampling the representative point from the grid. Data reduction is
being used in the automotive industry for years. Without decreasing the accuracy and
removing the important information from the 3D optical devices, data set algorithms on
scan lines, depth images and point clouds have been proposed. By means of reverse
engineering a surface is developed by Dillmann [32] by filtering million of the data
points from optical sensors. Liu and Pottmann et. al[23] recently developed registration
and fitting process of the point cloud by combining both the sections of measurement
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process of the data points to the CAD model. The implementation is considered to have
better efficiency if the number of data points is minimized.
Binary Space Partitions (BSP), Octrees and kd trees are classical data structures
used in computer graphics for assigning color values to the pixels in an image. This paper
presents an efficient way of eliminating large portions of CAD model using Octrees.
Work has been done to decrease the search time for point assignment by using octrees in
[33]. Computing quadratic approximants involving least square fitting to a squared
distance is proved to be an efficient way of point-to-point registration [34].
Newton minimization techniques [18, 19]are currently been applied in many
registration softwares.
From the discussion above it is evident that most of the proposed algorithms
perform independent operations on the data point set. Even though the steps followed in
the processes are parallelizable the complexity is determined based on serial processing
of the data. The importance of Single Instruction Multi Data (SIMD) nature of the
algorithms was not identified and hence proper processors were not introduced. The
identified aspects are input to this thesis and the thesis problem is formulated based on
these.
Graphics Processor Unit and programmability
Introduction
Graphics processor units (GPU) available in market are capable of performing
many tasks that a CPU can perform. Earlier CPU dominated GPU in solving arithmetic
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and logical problems. But, GPU processes one task at a time on multiple data elements
presenting its property of Single Instruction Multi Data (SIMD). SIMD was first
introduced for the game programming. As the technology developed, programming GPU
for non graphic applications has reached. Exploring GPU for registration process will be
presented. The improvements in GPU architecture and programmability are explained in
this section. Present day graphics processor units have multiprocessor pipeline for
floating point data streaming and importantly dedicated on board cached memory.
Before programmable graphics hardware was introduced in the market, GPU had
an ability to create buffers for rendering objects in sequential order based on the distance
of the object from the view position. Object interactions, creating shadows were
developed using the depth test feature of GPU. Many non graphic applications are built
using depth buffer mainly in medical science.
A shading language on graphics hardware: the pixel flow shading system is the
first paper published by Olano and Lastra[35] in 1998. Embedding SIMD (Single
Instruction Multi Data), which is technique for parallel processing data, in the graphics
hardware created an opportunity to increase the efficiency of graphics drivers. The main
purpose of introducing the concept of shader programming was to increase the reality of
the picture in an animation. The basic shader programming was developed and
implemented. The system could achieve 30frames/sec speed in rendering the image on
the screen. The authors also discusses about the standard math functions provided
initially for calculating the pixel values.
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Developing the shader programming amplified the application area of GPU‟s into
the fields of engineering and sciences. Working towards this, Thompson, Hahn and Oskin
[36]designed a framework for computing general purpose algorithms. The frame work
helps in computing and storing the vectors in the textures, which act as local registers,
and decreases the interfacing of the programmer with the hardware. With the application
of this framework the author reached to a conclusion that the GPU is 6.4 times faster than
a high performance CPU.
Working on the effective data streaming on GPU Buck et al[37] generated a
model for facilitating GPU as streaming co-processor. Exploiting the parallelism of GPU
Galoppo, Govindaraju, Henson, and Manocha[38] solved dense linear system of
equations using LU decomposition on GPU and the results were compared with the
optimized CPU calculations. In order to prove the efficiency of GPU, LU is performed
with different complexities. As all the operations are performed using the textures and
memory required for these calculations is very low. The cache memory is utilized and
this made the LU algorithm efficient. Proceeding in the similar steps Jung, Dianne, and
O‟Leary [39]performed cholesky decomposition on linear set of equations on GPU.
Cholesky decomposition is done using the primal- dual interior point method. The
algorithm followed makes use of the Brooks GPU model[37].
Linear equation solving is a part of engineering calculations. Most of the real time
problems are nonlinear problems. Hillesland, Molinov, Grzeszczuk[40] in their research
paper showed that nonlinear optimization can be obtained using GPU. Considering nonlinear optimization as a data streaming problem, authors developed a framework for
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optimizing a nonlinear set by “Conjugate gradient” and “Steepest descent method”. It had
been noted that the calculations on GPU is five times less than on CPU. But the
limitations on GPU restrict the scope of problems to be considered.
Matrices generated in engineering problems are all not sparse and solving a
densely populated matrix is a computationally expensive operation. To increase the
performance of GPU to for computing on a these matrices Kruger and Westermann[41]
focused on developing a strategy to realize techniques of numerical computing on the
graphics chip. As storing all the elements and doing the operations on NXN matrix is
inefficient the algorithm considers the elements to be on the diagonal and performs vector
matrix computations. The proposed algorithm was proved to be efficient when applied on
dense matrix rather than sparse.
Aiming at the better performance of scientific algorithms on GPU Govindaraju et
al [42]developed a memory model for analyzing and improving the same. To do this the
focus is pointed towards limited cache size of GPU‟s authors incorporated 3C model
(compulsory or cold misses, capacity misses, conflict misses). The data represents that
there is an improvement in sorting and caching, fast Fourier transform and dense matrix
multiplications algorithms on application of the developed memory model.
Using textures for computations is considered as the optimized way of dealing
things in graphics programming. Making use of the depth buffers will enhance the scope
of GPU‟s into CAD and metrology. In CAD and metrology the calculations are made
based on the depth value of the point in 3D world co-ordinate system.
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GPU gems publish different areas where GPU can be applied for a better
performance. One of the chapters [25] demonstrates the parallel processing feature of
GPU by parallel bi-tonic merge sort algorithm. The program can be extended to render
objects according to the depth values so that it can be drawn in the correct order on the
screen. Insertion, merge, bubble, heap, quick, radix sorting algorithms on GPU are
explained.
In the same edition of GPU gems, Octrees on GPU is explained[43]. Octree are
generally used in graphics to calculate the color of the nearest pixels. The description of
octree using textures is performed. This structure used the concept of N3 breaking down
the resolution into 3D and storing all the values into a 3D texture. Entire tree is built on
GPU using 3D textures.
Depth buffers are used in graphics programming for rendering shadows, multiple
lights, calculating the distance between the objects while rendering on to the screen.
Decoret[44] introduced multiple buffer frameset which can act as an efficient tool for
multi-resolution and depth map representation. The frameset considers N-buffer which is
designed to retrieve the maximum depth within an axis-aligned rectangular region of a
depth map. This property of N-buffer will be used in the proposed research in iterative
point distance calculations.
Theohari et al[45] in a survey paper mentioned the how well a z-buffer can be
used other fields. The survey describes the following fields: Image computation, shadow
mapping, CSG rendering, voxelisation, discrete voronoi diagrams, object reconstruction,
symmetric detection.
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In [46] a software “orion image guide” is developed depth measurements are
made during surgical operation and the position of current surgical position is displayed
on rendered images. But the software does not depend on GPU. This can be a possible
extension to depth buffer.
GPU Architecture
Fig 2 shows the graphics pipeline

Fig 2 Graphics Pipeline

Any geometric model is specified by its vertices. When all these are passed into
the graphics pipeline per-vertex operations such as transformations from model-space,
lighting, texture coordinate generation, etc occur. From the vertex information fragment
(per-pixel) information is obtained by rasterization. At this stage each particle can be
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animated, i.e., it is possible for the programmer to assign velocity acceleration gravity
and many other effects for each pixel. The final setup is projected on the frame buffer.
The figures below show a logical diagram of vertex and pixel shaders.

Fig 3 Vertex Shader

Fig 4 Pixel Shader
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)
The latest development in GPU architecture is Compute Unified Device
Architecture (CUDA). The earlier graphics hardware required application programming
language (API) to interact with the system. But the new architecture eliminated the use
of API‟s, and has decreased the slope of the learning curve. The read and write feature at
any memory location and increased memory bandwidth increased the data handling and
operating efficiency of GPU.
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Each instruction on the graphics card is executed through a memory flow pipeline
called threads. A collection of threads forms a block and a group of blocks form a grid.
The self explanatory figure below displays CUDA architecture, memory access and bank
conflicts.

Fig 5 Graphics Chip design [47]
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Fig 6 CUDA Memory access in the device [47]

Fig 7 CUDA Threads-Blocks-Grids access in the device [47]
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Fig 8 Bank conflicts between threads and the memory[47]

Fig 9 Avoiding bank conflicts between threads and the memory[47]
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Application in Mechanical Engineering
GPU has been applied in the field of design and metrology. Labsik, Sturm, and
Greiner [48] used graphics hardware in registering a free form surface. This algorithm
takes advantage of the graphics hardware for determining the distance between the
surfaces in the process of registering. The algorithm registers two polygonal meshes and
defines minimization function for both these polygons. Local minimum of the function is
calculated by the algorithm. The algorithm is as follows:
Application of GPU‟s in CNC machining [49], vertical lathe for tracing the tool
path [43, 50], Grouping of the GPU‟s and forming a cluster enhances the speed of
scientific operations [51].
Applying algorithms efficiently identify undercuts and minimum and insufficient
draft angles in solid molding. In the field of rapid prototyping GPU‟s are being used to
compute the volume of the supports needed for manufacturing a part in the build
direction.
In this thesis GPU is introduced in the field of coordinate metrology where data
from the coordinate measuring machine (CMM) will processed on the GPU to match
with the design CAD model. In order to perform registration ICP analytical solution for
registration process was selected. In the next chapter a detailed discussion is provided on
parallel processing of ICP.
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CHAPTER 3
IMPLEMENTING REGISTRATION ON GPU

Introduction
This thesis provides a solution for minimizing the overall time in a registration
process by means of graphical processing unit (GPU). The need for a parallel processor is
explained in the previous chapters. This chapter describes formulation of parallel
processing for two algorithms, Iterative closet point algorithm (ICP) and Newton
minimization algorithm for surface registration. Both these methods are widely accepted
and practiced in the pattern matching and computer aided inspection fields. In this
research ICP is implemented on the GPU. Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA) based programming setup for the steps in the ICP process is discussed in detail.
Alternative method for some of the steps in registration using GPU is also presented.
Accuracy, performance and efficiency of GPU are compared with CPU in terms of
floating point operations.
Parallel Processing of ICP algorithm
In the above process the possible parallel processing steps i.e. process
independent events are closest point calculations for each point in the data set, arithmetic
in the registration vector, transformation of the data set w.r.t. registration vector.
The minimum distance between the points in the data set and the CAD model is
calculated by acquiring the root mean square distance between them. Computing the
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distance between a point on CAD model and a point in the data set is an independent
process. Hence, by passing the entire CAD model point set and one point of data set into
the graphics pipeline distances to that point are achieved in a single attempt. Fig 10
describes the single instruction multi data operation where root mean square instruction is
applied over all the model points.
In calculating the registration vector, Equations 2.4, 2.5 and 2.14 are crucial and
time consuming. Addition operation is a serial process and by applying CUDA defined
BLAS time can be significantly minimized. Fig 11

illustrates multiplying and adding

3X1, 1X3 vectors to form the covariance matrix.
Rotation and translation vectors obtained from the symmetric matrix are applied
for all the points in the data set. Fig 12 illustrates this process on the GPU.

Fig 10 Illustrating SIMD for closet point calculation
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Fig 11 Obtaining 3X3 matrix from 3X1 and 1X3 vectors multiplication and addition

Fig 12 Applying Transformation: R*p+T operation
In this research data point set registration is achieved by means of ICP using
Graphics Processor Unit.
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Closest Point calculation
Obtaining closest point (vertex) by calculating the least square distance is a
common procedure. This calculation over the entire data set can be made faster by
utilizing the GPU‟s SIMD property. Hence the shader programming or CUDA feature of
GPU can be utilized to perform the minimum distance calculation for the point
assignment process.
It is also computationally expensive to find the solutions over the CAD model for
all the data points using CUDA. Even though processing is performed in parallel, search
has to be performed on all the model point set. Hence to decrease the search time a data
structure is created. Typically the cost of searching in a worst case is function of {No. of
data points X No. of points on the CAD model}. By using a data structure this
computation cost can be reduced. As a part of this research an octree data structure is
built in order to solve this problem. The filtered data set can be treated by GPU‟s


Depth buffer



CUDA
A CAD model is formed out of a dense triangular or quadrilateral entity mesh.

There are more than million triangular entities in the CAD model from which one closest
point inside these triangles has to be assigned for one data point. To discard unnecessary
entities from the dense CAD model mesh during point assignment process an octree data
structure is used. The output from the octree is certain number of possible closest entities
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to the query point. In this research octree data structure is built on CPU platform and the
entities are filtered efficiently.
Octree Data structure for Data filtering
Octrees are a form of Binary Space Partition (BSP) trees classifying 3D vertices
hierarchically in space. Each node of an octree represents a cube holding the coordinate
information of the entities. Each node can be further divided into eight internal cubes
(sub-nodes) possessing the all the properties of the corresponding parent node. Fig 13
displays an octree data structure.

Fig 13 Octree Data structure
A CAD model is scaled and positioned in a unit cube which is called as parent
node. The parent node is divided into eight equal sub nodes. The entities of the parent
node are carried along with each of the sub nodes. All these eight sub-nodes can be
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further divided again into eight sub nodes thereby distributing their information until each
node encloses only one entity information in it. Octree algorithm is moderately memory
efficient requiring Nd log8 (Nm) storage of data points and the number of operations
required by the technique in the order of log8 (N); where Nd is the number of data points
and Nm is the number of entities.
Error! Reference source not found. and Fig 15

are sample octree data

structures constructed over a CAD model and sample point set. The CAD model is
divided into smaller cubes until there are small numbers of entities inside one sub node.

Fig 14 Octree data structure on a CAD model
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Fig 15 Octree data structure on sampled data set

In the second figure the dots inside the boxes are sampled and then an octree data
structure us created. The two steps in point set filtering using the octree data structure are


Building



Querying
Building an Octree

The process begins with parent node having (0, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 1) as its diagonal
corners. The parent node is split into sub-nodes in a specific order. The vertices of the
child node are stored in a class object‟s variables. The code snippet for a one of the subnodes is provided below.
Set sub-node:
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ptr()->mini.x = (maxi.x + mini.x)/2;
ptr()->maxi.x = (maxi.x);
ptr()->mini.y = (mini.y);
pt()->maxi.y = (maxi.y + mini.y)/2;

ptr()->mini.z = (mini.z);
ptr()->maxi.z = (maxi.z + mini.z)/2;

The “mini” and “maxi” variables are two corners of the parent node diagonal and
“ptr()” stores the diagonal corner information of the sub-nodes.
It is possible that there may not be any entities of the CAD model lying with in
the created sub-node. Therefore a check is run over the entities to list the number of
entities inside the sub-node bounding walls.
Empty:
for i =0: number of entities
if( (maxi.x, y, z > entity. x,y,z) && (mini.x, y, z < entity. x,y,z))
Not empty node;
no. entites inside++;
if(no. entites inside ==0)
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Empty node
If the number of entities are zero the node is discarded and the memory allocated
is deleted. In the other case the entities are stored in a temporary variable and will be
searched if query point also exists inside the sub-node.
Querying the octree
If the above condition is satisfied i.e., if the sub-divided node is not empty the
data point position inside the sub-divided node is tested. This process of testing is similar
to the point check performed during building the octree. If the test is positive the subnode with the entities obtained in the previous step along the query point (data point) is
considered as a parent node. Else, if the queried data point is not inside the sub-divided
node the previously stored entities are discarded and the other stored information is
deleted, and next sub node is created for the parent node and the step1 to step 3 are
performed until the again a new parent node is formed from the subdivided nodes.
The new parent nodes are formed until there is at least one entity along with the
queried data point inside it. In most of the cases there are more than 30-50 entities for the
examples considered for experimentation.
The final point set obtained is filtered and is the expected output from the octree
data structure. Output from the octree is the input for the function calculating least square
distance from the query point and the entities.
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Depth buffer Graphics Processor Unit (GPU)
Graphics environment is initialized by creating an area where the objects can be
projected. By defining the view volume for an eye position and view direction, entities
which fall inside the view volume are visible. There are two ways of defining a view
volume – orthographic, Perspective. Orthographic view volume is a cuboid Fig 16

and

perspective view volume it is a frustum Fig 17 . The vertices which do not fall inside the
view volume are not visible to the viewer for that a particular eye position and view
direction. In orthographic projection the viewer‟s eye is a plane parallel to the near
clipping plane and the size of the view volume remains the same throughout. Hence the
distance from eye point does not affect the size of an object. In case of a perspective
projection the view volume is a truncated pyramid with the viewer‟s eye at the apex and
central axis as the view direction. The near and far clipping planes in perspective
projection are defined by user.
For every projected vertex on the screen, screen pixels store depth value, color
value, transparency and other information. All these are stored in depth buffer, color
buffer, stencil buffer, accumulation buffer respectively which are provided by the
graphics card. The bit resolution of these buffers can be varied for different levels of
precision.
While mentioning the far and near clipping plane positions it is important to note
that the ratio of far to the near affects the resolution of the depth buffer. The value should
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always be greater than 1 and lesser than 2k where k is the bit depth of the depth buffer.
This value is also defined by the user before projection.

Fig 16 View volume for Orthographic projection

Fig 17 View volume for Perspective Projection
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The distance from the rendered pixel to the near clipping plane is called depth or z
value. Inside the view volume the distance from the near plane to the far plane is divided
into 216 or 224 or 232 distinct bits using a logarithmic scale which is nonlinear.
Depth buffer feature in GPU‟s manage the depth (z) information of the vertices.
In a gaming environment the depth buffer renders the incoming 3D vertices on the screen
only if they pass the depth comparison test from a given view position. Overlapping
farther entities in the model are deleted while rendering the mesh with the data point as a
view position. Depth buffer can be represented as a 2D matrix for a given screen
resolution. Each pixel‟s „z‟ value is stored in the depth buffer and is overwritten if a
closer vertex to the view point is rendered. The depth values vary between 0 and1. All the
depth values of the entities can be retrieved by initializing the depth buffer before
rendering. Fig 18

shows general depth buffer architecture.

In order to obtain a closest vertex to a given data point perspective projection is
chosen. Because depth values obtained from perspective projection represent exact
distance from the eye point to rendered vertices but in orthographic projection offset
values are stored in the depth buffer
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Fig 18 Depth buffer Architecture
The output from the depth buffer is distance from the vertex to the eye position.
Hence the data point should be the eye position and the projected object is the filtered
entity set obtained from the octree data structure. The following procedure describes
entity set projection in the view volume and depth buffer calculations.
Closest Point from Depth buffer
The sub-divided node obtained from octree contains a query point and triangular
entities. The filtered entities obtained from the octree are input vertices for rendering. A
perspective view volume is created with query point as eye position and frustum central
axis as view direction. It is not certain that all entities fall inside the created viewing
frustum. With a spherical view-volume with query point at the center of the sphere, it is
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possible to render all entities. Since there is no spherical view volume, by defining six
view directions  X,  Y, and  Z every entity can be rendered on the screen.
Setting up the near and far clipping planes distances from the eye i.e., query point
is an important task. The near plane is placed at minimum distance and the ratio of far to
the near is maintained in the range of 10-2k, k is the resolution. The OpenGL (Open
Graphics Library) [52] API command for the perspective view is
gluPerspective(angle, 1.0, 0.0000001, 0.00001);
gluLookAt(eye.x, eye.y, eye.z, view.x, view.y, view.z, up.x, up.y, up.z );
eye- query point; view- six view points, up- direction of view volume bottom to
top.
There are six possible viewing directions, from the query point Fig 19 . For each
viewing direction distances from the entities are stored in the depth buffer. Among all the
stored depth values for a scene smallest distance is selected. While rendering all the
entities on the screen the window coordinates of the vertices are stored simultaneous.
Using OpenGL API, the gluProject() command convert the projected pixels into window
coordinates. The code snippets for six views and storing the window projections are as
follows:
for dir=1:6{
for s=1:num of entities in subnode{
glVertex3f (entity.x, entity.y, entity.z);
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gluProject (entity.x, entity.y, entity.z, mmat, pmat, vmat, &xpro(dir,s),
&ypro(dir,s), &zpro(dir,,s);
end

Fig 19 Query point as eye-six directions inside the node
The six projections made in the sub node are saved in the depth buffer each time
when the scene is rendered on the screen. Fig 20 explains the concept of depth buffer
value storage. As explained depth buffer is similar to a 2D matrix. The thick lines in the
figure represent rays having more than one vertex on them and the depth buffer stores the
closest vertex position in it.
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Fig 20 Projections saved to depth buffer

The depth buffer values for all the six views can be accessed stored as follows:
glReadBuffer (GL_FRONT);
glReadPixels(0,0,DB_XRES,DB_YRES, GL_DEPTH_COMPONENT,GL_FLOAT,dbuf);
The variable “dbuf” in glReadPixels() is an array holding the values of the depth
buffer. Finally un-projecting the lowest depth buffer value results in a closest vertex
which is inside the triangular entity.
gluUnProject(xpro(dir,), ypro(dir,), zpro(dir,),

mmat, pmat, vmat,&x,&y,&z);

It is sometimes possible that the values in the neighboring sub-nodes are closer
than the value obtained. If the data point is positioned in an empty node and is closer to a
wall considering the entities adjacent to this wall for querying is an elegant move. Hence
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to determine the adjacent values distance from the query point the query point is
projected onto the six walls of the node. The point and wall intersection points are
projected in the view volume for the six views and the depth values are stored.
By comparing the depth values obtained from the depth buffer and the wall
distance from the previous step query point assignment can be performed. If the wall
distance is less than the depth buffer assigned point distance, then the entities on the other
side of the wall which is closest to the query point should be considered for projection
and similar depth mapping procedure is followed.
Fig 21

displays the triangular sample triangular mesh for a CAD surface and

data point is assigned to these entities. The assigned point on the CAD model can be a
point lying inside the triangular entity or one of the entity‟s vertices.

Fig 21 Sample query point assignment to the triangular entities in a CAD model
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The above technique for closest point calculation can also be performed using
GPU CUDA. CUDA is used in this thesis for closest point calculation step in the ICP
process. CUDA architecture [47] and programming are explained in LITERATURE
REVIEW and GPU programming guide from NVIDIA.
In the earlier version of GPU programming i.e. in vertex and pixel shader
programming, the data is stored in textures (similar to a matrix) and processed by pixel
and vertex shader. The results are obtained using CUDA architecture in this research.
This section explains the procedure followed on the CUDA for data set registration by
ICP.
Closest point set calculation- CUDA
A point cloud from the measuring equipment consists of millions of data points.
For each point in the data set (px, py, pz) a point in the model set (mxi, myi, mzi) with
minimum least square distance is searched, assigned and stored. The events of calculating
least square distances from a data point are independent. Hence by passing in one data
point and complete model set into graphics pipeline following computation is performed.
CUDA Kernel is programmed to carry out this operation.

( p  m )
x

xi

2

 ( p y  myi )2  ( pz  mzi ) 2  where, i  1  N

3.1

In the above equation the square distances are computed and stored in an array,
but the minimum value search is not performed. Minimum value search is a pairwise
comparison process i.e. there is a dependency between the successive values of an array.
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The CUBLAS (BLAS files designed for CUDA) functions are employed to solve this
problem.
The order of matrix and mapping of its elements varies the efficiency of CUDA.
CUDA memory mapping is an intricate design. Improper data loading may lead to bank
conflicts or erroneous results. Fig 22 explains conceptual memory allocation CUDA.
When a matrix is loaded on the graphics memory (to shared from device memory), the
entire matrix is considered as a “grid”. A grid is subdivided into a set of “blocks” of same
size. Block is usually a 16 or 32 order square matrix (GPU limitation). The subdivided
matrix elements are stored as “threads”. Summarizing the above discussion a grid has set
of blocks and blocks have set of threads in which the elements are stored. CUDA is
efficient in processing square blocks of order 16 or 32 than a rectangular block, and a
grid of size (32X32 or 16X16) blocks is efficient than (32X1 or 16 X1) blocks is efficient
than (1X1). Square and row grids utilize maximum available memory but the later do not,
hence there exists performance issue. In the situations where two matrices are loaded on
the shared memory two grids with same properties are created and computations are
performed efficiently.
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Fig 22 Memory allocation in CUDA
A vertex is a vector of size (3X1) and „N‟ vertices form NX3 matrix. The
generated matrix can be mapped in the grid as single rectangular block. But this
procedure does not yield efficient results. Hence a grid of MXM blocks each holding
32X32 threads, is initialized for each column of the model set matrix. Sample blocks
storing coordinates x, y and z of the vertices in grid are shown in Fig 23 .
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Fig 23 Data storage in the grid

AS(ty, tx) = X[by * BLOCK_SIZE * WA + bx * BLOCK_SIZE + WA * ty + tx];
BS(ty, tx) = Y[by * BLOCK_SIZE * WA + bx * BLOCK_SIZE + WA * ty + tx];
CS(ty, tx) = Z[by * BLOCK_SIZE * WA + bx * BLOCK_SIZE + WA * ty + tx];
Model set M is loaded on the shared memory and data point to which a closet
point has to be assigned is loaded on the device memory. The data point coordinates (pxi,
pyi, pzi) are treated as constants. With the threads and constant values loaded on the
kernel Eq 3.3 is performed.

[i] = 1/(pow(Dx - Xi, 2) + pow(Dy - Yi, 2) + pow(Dz - Zi , 2) )
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3.3

3.2

The distance values are stored in an array which is later passed into CUBLAS
function “int cublasIsamax (int, const float, int)”. The function returns index of the
maximum value from the array. The array values are inversed because CUBLAS does not
include function searching minimum value. The returned index corresponds to the closest
vertex in the CAD model set for one data point. Recursively calling the kernel and
CUBLAS functions, point assignment operation is executed.
Registration vector
Acquiring registration vector is the next step in ICP. Computing registration
vector that minimizes the least square distance between the point sets is accomplished by
means of 2.4, 2.5, 2.14, 2.15 and 2.17.equations.
2.4, 2.5 equations for center of mass calculation for the point clouds are
summation processes. CPU provides efficient functions to solve summation problems.
But as the number of points increase the time for the CPU optimized subroutines
consume higher amounts of time. When this process is performed using CUBLAS vector
addition subroutine “cublassum (int, float *, int)” lesser time values are obtained.
In 2.14 the data point pi (3X1) is multiplied to its corresponding point mi (1X3) in
t

the model set ( pi xi ) forming 3X3 matrix. For N values in the data set there exist N 3X3
matrices. Formation and summation of N- 3X3 matrices on CPU is a computationally
expensive process. Separating the nine elements of the matrix simplifies the process.
GPU‟s CUDA kernel and CUBLAS were employed to compute and perform addition
operation.
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CUDA kernel was programmed to execute vertex multiplication operation. A grid
of size NXN was created and point sets are loaded in it. The data point set P and model
set M are loaded on the shared memory as discussed in 3.2, Fig 23 . The nine elements
of the 3X3 matrix are stored in nine arrays in the kernel. The operation in the arrays is
listed in 3.4.

C_0[] = XB(,) * XA(,);
C_1[] = XB(,) * YA(,);
C_2[] = XB(,) * ZA(,);
C_3[] = YB(,) * XA(,);
C_4[] = YB(,) * YA(,);
C_5[] = YB(,) * ZA(,);
C_6[] = ZB(,) * XA(,);
C_7[] = ZB(,) * YA(,);
C_8[] = ZB(,) * ZA(,);

3.4

Each array of size ‘N’ is formed and the sum of all these values in the column
vector forms the final element in the matrix. CUBLAS summation function was
employed once again to result in a final elemental value.
Eq. 2.15 formed from above process is a symmetric 4X4 matrix representing
covariance of P and M in the quaternion system. It has been discussed that the Eigen
vector corresponding to maximum Eigen value for this matrix yield optimal rotation.
CPU is used to perform these Eigen calculations. Since there are no parallel operations
involved in Eigen value calculation and the order of the matrix is low GPU‟s processing
efficiency cannot be utilized.
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The rotation matrix Eq 2.16 „R‟, and translation vector Eq 2.17 „T‟, are calculated
on CPU. Both the matrices are loaded on the graphics device for further operations.
Transformation of point set
The quaternion rotation matrix „R‟ and translation vector „T‟, which are obtained
from the above process transform the oriented point set P into new coordinate frame and
minimize the error in the objective function. Applying R and T to every point in the point
set is also an independent process. Typically the vertex transformation is performed as
follows.

 p ' x   Rx
 '  
p y   0
 p'z   0
  
 1  0

0
Rx
0
0

Tx   px 
Ty   p y 
Tz   pz 
 
1  1 

0
0
Rx
0

3.5

Multiplying the 4X4 homogeneous matrix with a 4X1 vertex is often performed in
the graphics environment. GPU kernel was programmed to perform this operation. NXN
grid with data point set values as threads was created. The rotation and translation
matrices are loaded on the device as constants. The following operation Eq 3.6 in CUDA
kernel transformed the data set into new coordinate frame.

A[] = RS(,)* XAS(,) + RS(,)* YAS(,) + RS(,)* ZAS(,) + TS(,);

3.6

Finally Eq 1.6 was verified on the CPU and the process was terminated when it is
satisfied.
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Performance comparison of CPU and GPU
In this thesis CUDA operations are compared with CPU‟s CLAPACK and BLAS
subroutines. CPU optimized files utilize all the available registers and operate at
processors frequency (nearly 3GHz).
The efficiency and accuracy of the GPU depend on various factors out of which
“Data loading”, “Grid size and shape”, “Block size”, number of elements to be processed
and kind of operation are vital. This section discusses the above mentioned parameters
and compares them with CPU for coordinate metrology applications.
Data loading
Data processing on graphics cards was previously performed using textures. With
the introduction of CUDA for GPU, time for data processing and loading was minimized.
But the issue to be discussed is the assigning the data to the allocated memory. Using
textures or CUDA, memory is created on the device and then passed into the graphics
pipelines.
The latest graphics cards are capable of handling 1.5 GB of memory. Memory on
the graphics card is called device memory. Before initializing a process on GPU data
from CPU is loaded on device memory. Device memory has access to the processors on
the graphics card. Each processor is equipped with six components for data computing
memory spaces: Registers, Local memory; Shared memory; Global memory; Constant
memory and; Texture memory. Out of these global, constant and texture memory are
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accessed by the kernel program and Registers, Local memory and Shared memory are
part of graphics chip like cache Fig 5, Fig 7
From the graphics hardware specifications shared memory space is faster than
registers and local memory. Read write feature of Global memory has an advantage over
Read only feature of constant and texture memories. In this work shared memory and
global memory are utilized for data processing.
For all the processes the data from any external device is stored on the CPU
memory. There is no tool or device which can load the data directly onto the graphics
card without using CPU as an interface and CPU cannot access the device memory
directly. Thus, two memory blocks are created, one on CPU and other on the device
(GPU). Initially the values from the CPU are transferred onto the GPU and then the data
is processed in the graphics pipeline later updated data from device was reassigned to
CPU memory data transfer is shown in Fig 24 .
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Fig 24 Data transfer and operations from CPU to graphics pipeline
This operation of loading and unloading device memory is also time consuming
process. Coordinate measuring instruments are capable of acquiring millions of data
points from the surface of a manufactured component. All these points are stored on CPU
memory and then registration process is performed. As these points are processed on
GPU entire data set was transferred onto the device memory. Transferring millions of
data points on CPU memory to the device memory and vice versa were performed by
CUBLAS and CUDA commands. The time for these processes is significant but the
operation speed on GPU compensates this drawback.
Grid size
There is not specific procedure for loading the data on the CPU. CPU stores the
data heap as a vector and all the optimized subroutines of CPU perform operations on
these vectors. In the device memory the data is stored in a grid as discussed in Fig 22.
The arrangement of blocks in the grid defines its shape. Possible grid shapes are
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rectangular and square. It was observed that CUDA kernel efficiency of a rectangular
block with (width > height) is slightly greater than square grid and considerably greater
than rectangular grid with (width < height). GPU processes entire row of the grid in a
single pass and as the width increases i.e. the number of blocks in a row increase the
GPU performance increases and this is the reason for GPU‟s behavior. The grid size of
current GPU‟s is limited to 256 blocks irrespective of square (16X16) or rectangular
shape grid. It was also observed that a fully loaded grid i.e. a grid with complete filled
rectangular or square shape yield faster results than incomplete grid as in Fig 25

.A

comparison for NXN, 1XN grid performances is explained in the next chapter.

Fig 25 Completely loaded and incompletely loaded grids

A vertex is a 1X3 vector and “N‟ number of vertices form NX3 matrix. Since the
efficiency of a grid is directly proportional to the number of blocks and vertices loaded in
them, N is a multiple of block size. From experiments a grid with 16X16 blocks out
performed 256X1 blocks. In this experiment N was considered to be a multiple of 256.
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The coordinates x, y, z of a vertex were stored in 3 different locations such that NX3
matrix is now split into 3 1XN matrices and a grid is framed over each matrix. The time
for loading all the 3 matrices and complete data set NX3 on the device are same and by
dividing the matrix the processes like alignment are solved without memory bank
conflicts during parallel processing.
Block size
Block properties are similar to a grid. As discussed in the previous section a block
is made of threads. The maximum number of threads a block can accommodate is 256
and efficiency of the block is dependent on the loading of threads. As like grids, blocks
with completely filled threads are more efficient than sparse or rectangular threads. A
rectangular block can be made into a square by filling the remaining threads with zeros.
But in this process redundant computations should be performed over the zero value
threads there by increasing the time for the block processing. From the experiments a
block with 16X16 threads is more efficient than 32X8 or 8X 32 threads.
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Fig 26 Completely loaded square block and rectangular block

As discussed in previous section, three matrices are formed out of NX3 data set.
Block „A‟ in Fig 26

represents the memory loading considered in this thesis. Block B

represents another possible way of memory loading on the device. The number of rows in
block B is a multiple of 3 but not 16. Hence block „A‟ was considered to obtain higher
efficiencies.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction
The objective of this thesis is to reduce the registration time and complexity of
coordinate metrology algorithms on a graphical processor unit without affecting their
accuracies. To accomplish this task, various possible solution techniques are designed on
GPU and timings are compared.
This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section emphasizes on device
memory loading for higher operations. In the second section GPU performance is tested
where GPU‟s features like CUBLAS, CUDA KERNEL, and CLAPCK-BLAS are
compared. Third section is subdivided into three parts, each highlighting steps in ICP
algorithm process performed on GPU.
Data loading from CPU to Device (GPU)
In this work, all the data is considered as a vector array. CUDA functions and
CUBLAS subroutines are engaged to transfer data from CPU to GPU and vice versa. The
tables Tab 2 and Tab 3 list the functions employed by CUBLAS and CUDA Kernel.
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Tab 2 CUBLAS subroutines for Memory copy between processors
CPU to GPU

GPU to CPU

CublasSetVector(int n,

CublasGetVector(int n,

int elemSize,

int elemSize,

const void *x,

const void *x,

int incx,

int incx,

const void *y,

const void *y,

int incy)

int incy)

In the above table „x‟ and „y‟ represent single precision vectors of size „n‟ created
on GPU and CPU respectively. The time taken for copying the values between the
processor is listed in Tab 3, Tab 4. Fig 27

is the graph for the tabulated values.

By observing and comparing the graphs: As the vector size increases, the time for
copying the values becomes significant. For exact comparison purposes, 256 multiple
values are considered because CUDA with square block size 16 i.e. 256 threads is
efficient when compared to a lower and rectangular block size. It can also be observed
that memory copy from CPU to GPU is slightly faster than GPU to CPU. CUDA
functions are almost ten times slower than the CUBLAS subroutines. In both the cases
GPU values are stored on the device memory. Hence CUBLAS subroutines for memory
copying are desirable.
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Tab 3 CUDA functions for Memory copy between processors
CPU to GPU

GPU to CPU

CudaMemcpy(void *dst, const void *src,

CudaMemcpy(void *dst, const void *src,

size_t count,

size_t count,

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice)

CudaMemcpyDeviceToHost)

Tab 4 CUBLAS - Memory copy between processors
Time in milliseconds
N

CUBLAS

CUDA

CPU-GPU

GPU-CPU

CPU-GPU

GPU-CPU

102400

0.0414

0.0624

0.324546

0.437259

147456

0.0628

0.0716

0.442534

0.512538

200704

0.0775

0.0861

0.612043

0.696863

262144

0.0926

0.1061

0.792276

0.9

331776

0.1126

0.1273

0.969616

1.066006

409600

0.136

0.1482

1.214521

1.295953

495616

0.1531

0.1782

1.479627

1.578195

589824

0.1856

0.2018

1.743875

1.89

692224

0.208

0.2303

2.050609

2.177225

802816

0.2504

0.271

2.320024

2.5

921600

0.28

0.3042

2.613432

2.796083

1048576

0.326

0.3415

3.107473

3.182158
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Fig 27 CUBLAS - Memory Copy from CPU to GPU
GPU Performance test
Before declaring that the GPU is faster than CPU, two tests are performed on both
the processors. The accuracy and speed of GPU‟s CUDA kernel and CUBLAS are
compared with CPU‟s CLAPACK, ATLAS and BLAS subroutines. Cholesky
decomposition and a one dimensional FEA problem are solved on the processors.
Cholesky decomposition is chosen because the matrix to be decomposed is fully loaded.
The displacement of the nodes in a 1D FEA linear and nonlinear problem is obtained
using GPU CUDA. Here in this problem material nonlinearity is considered but not
geometric. Hence the matrix is always banded matrix. In 1D linear problem the matrix is
banded and symmetric and in non linear the matrix is only banded.
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Cholesky decomposition
GPU‟s programmability feature has increased its application in various general
engineering problems. LU decomposition and Cholesky are performed previously by the
researchers [38, 39]. In these approaches textures were used to store and handle the data
operations. Cholesky decomposition is performed in this research on CUDA using
CUBLAS files. This test for decomposing a symmetric, non-singular matrix is performed
successfully. This test proves that CPU based optimized subroutines like CLAPACK and
other BLAS function‟s performances decrease as the order of matrix increases.
Cholesky decomposition is performed on symmetric non-singular matrix. Since it
is true that A*At is always a symmetric and nonsingular matrix, a NXN matrix is created
on the CPU. Steps in this process are briefly explained below (Algorithm from Matrix
computation by Gene H. Golub).

for (k  1: n)
A(k , k )  A(k , k )
A(k  1: n, k )  A(k  1: n, k ) / A(k , k )
for ( j  k  1: n)
A( j : n, j )  A( j : n, j )  A( j : n, k )* A( j , k )
end
end
In the above process the two important and time consuming operations are

A(k  1: n, k ) / A(k , k )
A( j : n, j )  A( j : n, k )* A( j, k ) .
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GPU‟s CUBLAS functions can efficiently solve these two equations using
“cublasSscal; cublasSaxpy”; and CPU based BLAS using “Sscal; Saxp”.
Tab 5 presents the time for these functions to decompose a matrix.
Tab 5 Cholesky timing for CUBLAS and BLAS functions
Time in seconds
Matrix
Size

BLAS functions

CUBLAS

CUBLAS/BLAS

500

0.292818298

5.168686035

17.65151314

1000

1.644887085

20.42095898

12.414809

1500

4.628160156

43.3268125

9.361562919

2000

10.41676172

80.85542188

7.762049671

2500

19.57581641

134.85975

6.889099653

3000

33.09194922

201.8183906

6.098715711

4000

74.93521875

352.9495938

4.7100629

6000

202.255

649.73609

3.212459964

7000

315.525

828.956

2.627227636

8000

511.5961563

1070.257625

2.091997002

It can be declared from the value in the above that BLAS functions dominate the
CUBLAS functions. By observing the last column of the table, the dominance of BLAS
over CUBLAS gradually decreases as the matrix order increase. The computation time
for CUBLAS are also increasing but the rate of time increase is comparatively slower
than BLAS.
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Fig 28 CUBLAS VS BLAS
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Fig 29 Cholesky decomposition performed in [39]

The efficiency of the CUBLAS is compared with the proposed Cholesky on GPU
(yellow line in the graph). It can be observed that there is almost 20% increase in the
speed for higher order matrices. This test proves that the performance of a GPU is higher
for larger data sets and the progressive increase in the speed of computation maintaining
the accuracy reveals that GPU is capable of handling the data in the registration process.
Data point set generation from the model point set
The inputs to the ICP are two point data sets – points on the CAD model and
points obtained from the measuring machine. CAD model set information is obtained in
the form of Polygon File Format (ply). The ply file describes the information of the CAD
model vertices, the mesh type, vertex normal information and color information. The
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positions of the CAD model vertices generally fall in between 0 and 1. This implies that
the model is resized to fit inside a unit cube.
The axis misaligned data point set is generated but not actually measured from the
Coordinate Measuring Machine. The generated date set retains the actual shape of the
CAD model but each vertex is distorted within ±6σ variations of its actual position. Eq
4.1 is applied on each model set point

pi  (1)^Rand()*(6* m 2 )+mi ; i  N

4.1

In the above equation σm represents the standard deviation of the model set, and
Rand() function generates an integer which decides if the data point is above or below the
corresponding model point. The orientation is introduced by 4.2

 s    (1)rand () * rand ()
pij  pij cos( s )  pij sin( s ); i  N , j  x, y, z

4.2

Fig 30 shows the initial orientation of the point set. The red bunny is rendered
with the ply file representing the model point set and the generated data set is represented
by the blue bunny.
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Fig 30 Test Case I- 35000 Point set

Fig 31 Test Case II- 8800 Point set – Model set
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Closest Point Computation
The ICP algorithm is tested for registering one data point to different levels of a
dense bunny model. The registration results from this approach proved to have quiet low
error in approximation. On a Dell XPS 600 with 2GB RAM and 3 GHz Processor the
time trials are as follows:
Octree creation
The data filtering is performed first for a given set of data or query points. Table
below highlight the time period for filtering the CAD model for given number of query
points. From Tab 6 total time for filtering CAD model is dependent on:


Distance of the query point from the CAD model- farther the data point from the
entities number of levels of definition of the octree decrease.




Number of entities surrounding the data point and
Fineness of the CAD model mesh.
Tab 6 Time for filtering data filtering performed by CPU
Input PLY file
vertex

faces

35947

69451

8171

Processor

TIME (sec)
5000

10000

20000

30000

CPU

1151.71

2304.47

4677.62

7731.77

16301

CPU

204.993

408.386

827.307

1367.07

1889

3851

CPU

46.1018

91.4997

184.906

305.271

453

948

CPU

10.8422

21.7357

44.83

74.7789
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Fine Mesh
Dense mesh
Moderate mesh
Coarse mesh

Octree data filtering

9000
8000

Time (sec)

7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

30000

35000

Data points

Fig 32 Plot for data filtering using octree Time vs. no triangular entities
The above graph is plotted over the number of entities in the CAD model versus
the time for filtering the unnecessary entities in it. The projected curves in the graph
explain the behavior of CPU with regard to the mentioned listed observations.
Performing the data filtering operation on a superior processor which has higher
data operation frequency will reduce the timings. CPU performs all these operations in
series not in parallel. Octree can also be performed on GPU with parallel processors and
will cut down the time.
Depth buffer based point assignment
The results from the octree are carried into API for rendering. Through OpenGL
API the entities are rendered and the closest vertex is projected.
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Tab 7 GPU - CPU time calculations for point
assignment
Processor

TIME (sec)

Input PLY file
vertex

faces

35947

69451

8171

1889

453

16301

3851

948

5000

10000

20000

30000

CPU

2.04411

3.9328

9.2213

15.131

GPU

0.141421

0.272014

0.784446

1.07357

CPU

0.491764

0.989491

2.88577

4.22243

GPU

0.052588

0.105692

0.276134

0.398705

CPU

0.194624

0.381094

1.1178

1.61764

GPU

0.030718

0.060102

0.147857

0.21771

CPU

0.144818

0.294355

0.643114

0.992876

GPU

0.026387

0.053133

0.110869

0.168589

The above table presents time taken for the depth buffer and CPU to assign a
various number of data points. On observing the time values in the column 30000 data
points of Tab 7, it is seen that the CPU values are greater than GPU depth buffer values
by a factor of 10, approximately.
A test is performed to check the time taken by parallel processing depth buffer
and CPU to conduct the closest point calculations to the data point. In order to perform
this test the number of entities is surrounding one data point is increased to 1000 and
more. On observing the timing for 10000 and 20000 data points (query points) there is a
sudden increase in the time for CPU to assign the closest vertex of the entity. But, the
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time taken for the depth buffer follows the same trend. The reason for this performance in
both the processors is the SIMD behavior of GPU and series processing of CPU. GPU
reads different buffer values at a time and hence it is easier to search for a smallest
distance point inside the entity. Using CPU calculating the closest point inside the
triangular entities will consume more time than closest vertex of an entity. From Tab 7 it
can be concluded that the total time for point assignment process by CPU and GPU along
with depth buffer reading capability of GPU depends on:


Number of entities surrounding the data point (query point)



Farther the data point from the CAD model more number of entities to be considered
for closeness test



Resolution of depth buffer – Higher the resolution higher the precision and hence
more pixel information
Fig 33

compares point assignment timing for GPU depth buffer and CPU

performance calculations on a given query point set and the CAD model.
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GPU-Depth buffer Vs CPU
16
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Time(sec)

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

30000

35000

Query points
GPU-Fine mesh
GPU-Coarse mesh
CPU- Moderate mesh

GPU-Dense mesh
CPU-Fine mesh
CPU- Coarse mesh

GPU-Moderate mesh
CPU- Dense mesh

Fig 33 Plot for point assignment using Depth buffer Time vs. no triangular entities
The above plotted graphs explain the listed behavior of GPU‟s depth buffer and
CPU performance. Even though the graphs look similar the time on y-axis is important in
the above graphs. The total time taken for 30000 data points on GPU-depth buffer is
greater than 10 times the CPU performance.
In this work GPU„s CUDA is programmed to perform ICP registration for the
given point sets. CUDA kernel and CUBLAS files are integrated to acquire high-quality
results.
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CUDA Point assignment
As discussed there are different techniques which yield accurate results. CUDA
kernel is programmed to calculate the square distance from a given data point to all the
points in the model set 3.3. The data points coordinate are stored on constant memory and
model point set is stored on the shared memory. Model point set is partitioned by framing
a grid. CUDA is programmed for two different kinds of grids: 1XN and NXN grids to
solve ICP based registration. Tab 8 lists the timings for closest point calculation on CPU,
CUDA‟s 1XN and NXN grid. For both NXN and 1XN grids the block size and shape are
maintained constant (=16). The number of vertices is multiples of the block size in-order
to fill the grid completely without zero padding. The values in the table clearly indicate
the dominance of NXN grid over other two. 1XN is efficient when compared to CPU but
does not take advantage of GPU‟s available memory.
CUDA represents threads and blocks as indices. For block size 16, thread indices
(ty, tx) vary from 0-15, hence forming 256 threads. For grid size 1XN, the block index
„by‟ starts at 0 and ends at 15 but „bx‟ remains 0 for all by. For „NXN‟ grid „bx‟, „by‟
start at 0.and end at 15 thereby utilizing maximum device memory. Closest point among
all the model set point is “searched” using CUBLAS subroutine. The timing for
CUBLAS is not included in the table. In Fig 34

the tabulated values are plotted and the

difference can be easily identified. The three curves are diverging and as the number of
vertices increase the processing speed of CPU increase exponentially but CUDA curves
increase very slowly. The processing speed of NXN grid is almost 4 times faster than
1XN grid and ten times faster than CPU performance.
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Tab 8 CASE I - Average time taken by CUDA for closest point
calculation
Number of
1XN CUDA
NXN grid CUDA
CPU
Vertices
Kernel
Kernel
3072

2528.4424

234.346939

1143.154

11264

10216.406

1681.392578

14254.874

15360

15080.05297

2845.181396

27895.352

21504

22751.42969

5141.476074

54677.658

25600

28081.16016

7092.314453

72523.2547

27648

27986.10355

8184.461952

80586.145

35840

38884.43359

13176.0302

125051.32

Fig 34 Case I – Closest point assignment CUDA NXN VS 1XN VS CPU
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Tab 9 CASE II- Average time taken for closest point calculation
Number of
Vertices

NXN grid CUDA
Kernel

1XN grid CUDA
Kernel

28160

8398.060647

28299.02297

53824

28354.5449

70950.35156

107648

109088.1172

201470.2656

215296

426133.625

847354.5428

430592

1684024.25

2320437.5

861184

6779005

8732960

Fig 35 Case II – Closest point assignment CUDA NXN VS 1XN
In this process the data point vertex on constant memory cause bank conflicts.
But, as the size of the array is very small the effect is negligible.
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ICP is an iterative process in which closest point calculations are performed as
many number of times as the loop runs. Hence it is important to check the steadiness of
GPU. The values plotted in the graph are the average time values and it is observed that
the time variation is less than 0.0025 ms.
Registration vector
Registration vector calculation is performed by summation of product of n 3X1
and 1X3 matrices Eq 2.14. This process is also performed using both 1XN and NXN grid
sizes. The nine vector arrays are loaded on the device memory along with model and data
point sets. Model point set and data point set are loaded on the shared memory from the
device memory and the nine arrays on device memory are updated during the operations
on GPU. Grids are framed over model and data point sets and then the values on the
shared memory are multiplied. Tab 10 list the time taken by the kernel program to
execute series of multiplication operations.
The tabulated values also indicate the efficiency of NXN grid. Fig 36

is a graph

plotted for the tabulate values. It is evident that curve representing NXN grid has almost
zero slope.
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Tab 10 CASE I - Average time taken by CUDA for registration vector
Number of
Vertices

1XN CUDA
Kernel

NXN grid CUDA
Kernel

CPU

11264

0.994916

0.145236

0.99105

15360

1.00967075

0.152984

1.3128

21504

1.02518

0.156234

1.935775

25600

1.055533

0.161062

2.305675

27648

1.063547

0.165324

2.490625

35840

1.09959297

0.179251

3.545475

From the graph and table, NXN grid performance is 5-7 times faster than 1XN. In
this case the memory access is in between the shared memory. There exist no constant or
device memories where the operations are dependent on. Hence in this case there are zero
bank conflicts and thus high level performance of GPU is achieved. The steadiness of the
operation is also observed and the variation is around 0.00013ms.
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Fig 36 Case I – Registration vector CUDA NXN VS 1XN VS CPU

Tab 11 Case II- Average time taken by CUDA for registration vector
Number of Vertices

NXN grid CUDA Kernel

1XN grid CUDA Kernel

28160

0.171996

1.456889

53824

0.194396

1.644727

107648

0.250524

1.953255

215296

0.36818

2.267481

430592

0.615492

3.253709

861184

1.165278

5.699502
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Fig 37 Case II – Registration vector CUDA NXN VS 1XN
Transformation
The old data set is transformed into new coordinate frame with the quaternion
rotation and translation vectors. Data set transformation for the registration vector is also
performed on 1XN and NXN grid. In this process the old data set along with rotation and
transformation matrix are loaded on the device memory. The data point set is enclosed in
a grid and subdivided into blocks. The rotation and translation are same for all the points
in the point set so the transformation matrix is loaded on the constant memory.
From the table below CPU and GPU performances are almost identical. The 1XN
grid performance dominated the NXN. In general NXN performance reduces if the
number of bank conflicts is more. In this case the transformation matrix is stored on the
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constant memory and at a specific time instant all the threads of a block contact same
memory location as discussed in literature review chapter. The size of the transformation
matrix restricts it to be loaded on the shared memory.
Tab 12 Case I- Average time taken by CUDA for Transformation
Number of
Vertices

1XN CUDA
Kernel

NXN grid CUDA
Kernel

CPU

11264

0.38705

0.422631

0.404162

15360

0.498135

0.53647

0.558804

21504

0.654254

0.75325

0.790767

25600

0.77012

0.821101

0.945409

27648

0.818864

0.905427

1.02273

35840

1.034206

1.098754

1.405855

In this case it is beneficial to implement a 1XN grid instead of NXN to avoid
excessive bank conflicts on the device memory.
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Fig 38 Case I – Transformation CUDA NXN VS 1XN VS CPU

After performing all the computations until the error value falls within the
tolerance range the final out is shown in the Fig 40 . The model set is overlapped with
the transformed data set and minimum variation is observed. Almost all the model points
(red points) are replaced with the data point (blue points).
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Tab 13 Case II- Average time taken by CUDA for Transformation
Number of
Vertices

NXN grid CUDA
Kernel

1XN grid CUDA Kernel

CPU

28160

0.885804

0.846006

1.008352

53824

1.560463

1.516491

1.95596

107648

3.003842

2.952219

3.89422

215296

5.930836

5.768836

7.734587

430592

11.612131

11.631193

15.358804

861184

23.126633

22.821367

30.958786

Fig 39 Case II – Transformation CUDA NXN VS 1XN VS CPU
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Fig 40 Test Case I Final output from the ICP
The figure represents a model with a 4E-6 residual error. As ICP performs
operation on equal number of points in the model and the data sets, improper point
assignment is possible and hence residual error is formed.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Conclusions
The objective of this thesis is to solve a registration algorithm on the Graphics
Processor Unit in order to decrease the total time consumption issues. Employing GPU in
the field of coordinate metrology exploits the available computer hardware which
exhibits high levels of consistency in data processing. The high growth rate and
increasing programmability in GPU architecture simplified the processes in the
coordinate metrology and made them more efficient. This work successfully
accomplished Iterative Closest Point algorithm registration task on the computer graphics
hardware with CUDA.
In this research the GPU is invoked in two device memory frameworks and
Chapter 3 describes them. For non graphical applications the device memory of the
graphics hardware has to be loaded from the CPU memory. The performance of “Full
size Grid” framework against “Row Grid” framework is compared. The experimental
results indicate that the framework with high graphics memory occupancy i.e. full size
grid gain less computational time cost. The number of vertices in both the grids has to be
a multiple of 16 or 256. The zero padding in the grid increases the computation time and
compel the graphics processors to perform redundant operations.
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The experiments conducted on various portions of the graphics memory reveals
that the data on the shared memory perform faster operations than the global and the
constant memory blocks. Without assuming that the GPU performance is faster than the
CPU, CUDA kernel and CUDA‟s CUBLAS subroutines efficiencies are compared
against the CPU‟s CLAPACK and ATLAS subroutines.
In the ICP process, the closest point computation with the octree filtered data set
simplified the complexity. The experimental evaluation of GPU depth buffer proved its
ability for distance computations.
Recommendations for the Future work
Since ICP process is independent of gradient and other derivative information of
the component‟s surface it was easier to evaluate. Programming GPU for Newton
minimization technique will be challenging job. The inputs for a numerical gradient
based registration are component surface equation and 3D spread data point set obtained
from the CMM. The first step in this process is point projection. Point projection is
typically performed using Newton minimization techniques. Figure below illustrates the
process. Every point is projected on the surface with an initial guess. This can be avoided
by employing GPU.
Consider a 2D curve S(U), where U is a parameter and S is twice differentiable.
Given the curve information it is possible to obtain set of segmented equations (S1(U),
S2(U), S3(U), …, Sn(U) ). The boundaries of the parameter U in each segmented equation
can be listed as U1, U2. By loading the graphics memory with the segmented equations
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along with their boundary values, it is possible to assign a segmental equation to a given
data point. By applying Newton method on the assigned segment and the data point a
projection can be obtained successfully.

Fig 41 Point projection for a given 2D curve – Method I
Another approach exists to assign proper portion of the curve to a data point for
projection. Firstly, construct circles with the data points as their centers and radius equal
to the distance between the centroid position of the data set and the points lying on the
given curve. Using GPU it is possible to calculate the parameter values on the curve
where the circles intersect. The intersection portion of the circle and the curve is the
closest region where the point‟s projection is expected. The figure below illustrates the
idea. S(U) represents the curve equation, Si(U) represents the circle and the curve
intersected region, r represents the radius of the circle with a data point as its center.
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Fig 42 Point projection for a given 2D curve – Method II
Once the point set projection is performed the registration vector calculations is
performed using the derivative information of the given curve or surface equation.
Applying homogenous transformation over the entire data set is a similar process as in
ICP.
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